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Multiple SclerosisMultiple Sclerosis  

Awareness WeekAwareness Week  

We had a reasonable result given that we were in We had a reasonable result given that we were in 

competition with Alzheimer’s for our main collection competition with Alzheimer’s for our main collection 

day here in Wanganui. A big thank you to all those day here in Wanganui. A big thank you to all those 

who gave their time and money for this important who gave their time and money for this important 

fundraiser for the Society.fundraiser for the Society.  

AGMAGM  

The Board of the Wanganui The Board of the Wanganui 

Multiple Sclerosis Society extend Multiple Sclerosis Society extend 

an invitation to their 25th Annual an invitation to their 25th Annual 

General Meeting on Thursday 9th General Meeting on Thursday 9th 

October, 2014 at 5:30pm in the October, 2014 at 5:30pm in the 

Ridgway Conference Room, 1st Ridgway Conference Room, 1st 

Floor Community House, 60 Floor Community House, 60 

Ridgway Street, Wanganui. Light Ridgway Street, Wanganui. Light 

refreshments will be provided.refreshments will be provided.  

President ’s  MessagePresident ’s  Message   
Jane has asked me to write Jane has asked me to write 
this message on her behalf.this message on her behalf.  

Well hasn’t the year gone by Well hasn’t the year gone by 
and here we are with the and here we are with the 
AGM upon us again. Please AGM upon us again. Please 
make the effort to come make the effort to come 
along. The Society relies on along. The Society relies on 
your input to thrive.your input to thrive.  

Coffee mornings are OK but Coffee mornings are OK but 
small in numbers. Molly and small in numbers. Molly and 
Jo have tried new ideas. Jo have tried new ideas. 
Some ladies would like a new Some ladies would like a new 

venue. Any thoughts on how venue. Any thoughts on how 
these can be improved?these can be improved?  

The Society is struggling The Society is struggling 
financially, so any fundraising financially, so any fundraising 
ideas would be of great ideas would be of great 
assistance.assistance.  

I would like to thank Carol for I would like to thank Carol for 
her continuing great work. I her continuing great work. I 
would also like to thank would also like to thank 
Christine for donating a Christine for donating a 
laptop for use in the office.laptop for use in the office.  

The majority of the current The majority of the current 

committee including Jane and committee including Jane and 
I are standing down at the I are standing down at the 
AGM. I would like to thank AGM. I would like to thank 
them all for the great job they them all for the great job they 
have done. The last twelve have done. The last twelve 
months haven’t been easy, months haven’t been easy, 
but the outlook is bright with but the outlook is bright with 
new blood on the committee new blood on the committee 
to take us forward. Thank youto take us forward. Thank you  

James HodgsonJames Hodgson  
Vice PresidentVice President  
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Mother Carmel Turner is first Australian Mother Carmel Turner is first Australian 
woman to undergo stem cell transplant for MSwoman to undergo stem cell transplant for MS  

  

CARMEL Turner (pictured above with her daughter Grace) can walk again for the first time in CARMEL Turner (pictured above with her daughter Grace) can walk again for the first time in 
more than two years more than two years --  a feat she regards as nothing short of a miracle. The 37a feat she regards as nothing short of a miracle. The 37--yearyear--old old 
Melbourne mum had a stem cell transplant, which she believes has effectively cured her of Melbourne mum had a stem cell transplant, which she believes has effectively cured her of 
multiple sclerosis.multiple sclerosis.  

Ms Turner, the first Victorian to have the controversial treatment in Australia, reckons it rebooted Ms Turner, the first Victorian to have the controversial treatment in Australia, reckons it rebooted 
her immune system and that the crippling disease has already left her body.her immune system and that the crippling disease has already left her body.  

More than 18,000 Australians have multiple sclerosis, an autoimmune disease with no cure, and More than 18,000 Australians have multiple sclerosis, an autoimmune disease with no cure, and 
Ms Turner hoped her story would give others hope.Ms Turner hoped her story would give others hope.    She said within days of her transplant at She said within days of her transplant at 
Canberra Hospital in November her pain vanished and she was able to walk long distances after Canberra Hospital in November her pain vanished and she was able to walk long distances after 
two years of being wheelchairtwo years of being wheelchair--bound.bound.  

"I just kept putting one foot in front of another," she said."I just kept putting one foot in front of another," she said.    

"It was a miracle, it was incredible, it was surreal.""It was a miracle, it was incredible, it was surreal."  

After chemotherapy to destroy the faulty white blood cells, which attacked the sheaths around her After chemotherapy to destroy the faulty white blood cells, which attacked the sheaths around her 
brain and spinal nerves, her bone marrow stem cells were harvested, she said. Six million stem brain and spinal nerves, her bone marrow stem cells were harvested, she said. Six million stem 
cells were extracted from her blood, then frozen and stored. She then had a heavy dose of cells were extracted from her blood, then frozen and stored. She then had a heavy dose of 
chemotherapy to destroy her bone marrow, which had been producing the faulty cells, she said. chemotherapy to destroy her bone marrow, which had been producing the faulty cells, she said. 
This was followed by her transplant, in which her stem cells were transfused back into her, and This was followed by her transplant, in which her stem cells were transfused back into her, and 
her bone marrow started producing healthy blood cells.her bone marrow started producing healthy blood cells.  

Ms Turner first suffered severe attacks of MS three months after the birth of her daughter, Grace.Ms Turner first suffered severe attacks of MS three months after the birth of her daughter, Grace.     

Canberra neurologist Colin Andrews, one of only two doctors in Australia performing the Canberra neurologist Colin Andrews, one of only two doctors in Australia performing the 
procedure, said the treatment stopped the disease and reversed some of the damage.procedure, said the treatment stopped the disease and reversed some of the damage.   

But it was too early to call it a cure, as the treatment was first done a decade ago, Dr Andrews But it was too early to call it a cure, as the treatment was first done a decade ago, Dr Andrews 
said.said.  

"In 70 per cent of patients, there is no evidence of recurrence of the disease over 100 months, but "In 70 per cent of patients, there is no evidence of recurrence of the disease over 100 months, but 
what happens beyond that we don't yet know."what happens beyond that we don't yet know."   

Doctors had been reluctant to perform the procedure in Australia because it had carried a 10 per Doctors had been reluctant to perform the procedure in Australia because it had carried a 10 per 
cent death rate, but this had now dropped to less than one per cent, although it was still not cent death rate, but this had now dropped to less than one per cent, although it was still not 
suitable for all MS sufferers, he said.suitable for all MS sufferers, he said.  
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MANAGING BLADDER ANDMANAGING BLADDER AND  

BOWEL FUNCTION IN MSBOWEL FUNCTION IN MS  
Bladder and bowel symptoms occur in the majority of Bladder and bowel symptoms occur in the majority of 
people with MS, usually as a consequence of the disease. people with MS, usually as a consequence of the disease. 
Symptoms can vary in degree, be very bothersome, and Symptoms can vary in degree, be very bothersome, and 
can impact on medical, physical, psychological and social can impact on medical, physical, psychological and social 
wellwell--being, profoundly affecting quality of life.being, profoundly affecting quality of life.  

MS can affect bowel and bladder function directlyMS can affect bowel and bladder function directly——by MS by MS 
lesions damaging the areas of thelesions damaging the areas of the  central nervous system central nervous system 
that control reflexes., disrupting functionthat control reflexes., disrupting function——or indirectly, for or indirectly, for 
exampleexample  decreased mobility due to MS can increase the decreased mobility due to MS can increase the 
risk of constipation. Surveys show thatrisk of constipation. Surveys show that  Bladder symptoms Bladder symptoms 
are reported by 80% or more of people with MS, and bowel are reported by 80% or more of people with MS, and bowel 
symptoms by moresymptoms by more  than 50%. Problems with bladder or than 50%. Problems with bladder or 
bowel control can occur at any stage of the disease.bowel control can occur at any stage of the disease.  It is It is 
important to remember that other factors such as important to remember that other factors such as 
pregnancy and the normal ageingpregnancy and the normal ageing  process can also process can also 
influence bladder functioning.influence bladder functioning.  

Bladder and Bowel issues are two MS symptoms for which Bladder and Bowel issues are two MS symptoms for which 
there is a variety of effectivethere is a variety of effective  interventions and treatments. interventions and treatments. 
Lifestyle changes such as altering fluid intake, diet or Lifestyle changes such as altering fluid intake, diet or 
routine canroutine can  be very effective. Medications and treatments be very effective. Medications and treatments 
can also help alleviate symptoms.can also help alleviate symptoms.  Individuals may have to Individuals may have to 
try a few options to find the most effective treatment plan try a few options to find the most effective treatment plan 
for them.for them.  

Many people, whether they have MS or not, may try to Many people, whether they have MS or not, may try to 
reduce their fluid intake or diet inreduce their fluid intake or diet in  order to avoid bladder or order to avoid bladder or 
bowel problems. Unfortunately this only makes the bowel problems. Unfortunately this only makes the 
symptoms worse.symptoms worse.  It is often believed that if fluid intake is It is often believed that if fluid intake is 
reduced, the bladder will empty less frequently. But reduced, the bladder will empty less frequently. But 
inin  reality, urine becomes more concentrated and the reality, urine becomes more concentrated and the 
bladder becomes irritated. Over time thisbladder becomes irritated. Over time this  causes the causes the 
bladder to reduce its capacity, causing increased urgency bladder to reduce its capacity, causing increased urgency 
and frequency.and frequency.  

Correct fluid intake varies depending on a person’s weight, Correct fluid intake varies depending on a person’s weight, 
build and activity, but generally anbuild and activity, but generally an  intake of around eight to intake of around eight to 
ten cups of fluid a day is recommended. It is best to avoid ten cups of fluid a day is recommended. It is best to avoid 
highlyhighly  caffeinated, coloured, carbonated or acidic drinks.caffeinated, coloured, carbonated or acidic drinks.  

In general, urinating every two to three hoursIn general, urinating every two to three hours——or an or an 
average of six to seven times during theaverage of six to seven times during the  daytime is normal. daytime is normal. 
Most people are able to sleep six to eight hours a night Most people are able to sleep six to eight hours a night 
without needing towithout needing to  get up to urinate, although waking up to get up to urinate, although waking up to 
use the toilet once during the night is normal for use the toilet once during the night is normal for 
manymany  People, especially if they drink liquids right before People, especially if they drink liquids right before 
going to bed.going to bed.  

People with MS can help take control of their bladder if People with MS can help take control of their bladder if 
they: Keep well hydrated, limit thethey: Keep well hydrated, limit the  amount of caffeinated amount of caffeinated 
beverages and alcohol as these can cause more frequent beverages and alcohol as these can cause more frequent 
and urgentand urgent  voiding. Void according to a schedule. Drink voiding. Void according to a schedule. Drink 
180180--240mls of fluid at regular intervals and then240mls of fluid at regular intervals and then  urinate on urinate on 
a regular schedule rather than wait for the urge. It takes a regular schedule rather than wait for the urge. It takes 
about one and a half hoursabout one and a half hours  for fluid to get to the bladder. for fluid to get to the bladder. 
Stop drinking fluids before bedtime and try to empty Stop drinking fluids before bedtime and try to empty 
thethe  bladder before going to bed.bladder before going to bed.    

Field Officer’s Field Officer’s 
ReportReport  

Hello everybody and welcome to Hello everybody and welcome to 
Spring. As you read this I will be Spring. As you read this I will be 
on holiday for a week painting my on holiday for a week painting my 
house, sprucing it up for selling.house, sprucing it up for selling.  

I recently attended a seminar on I recently attended a seminar on 
MS. The seminar speakers, MS. The seminar speakers, 
Neurology Registrar Dr Bukhari, Neurology Registrar Dr Bukhari, 
Dianne Boone RN from AroDianne Boone RN from Aro--hanui hanui 
Hospice, and Enable NASC Hospice, and Enable NASC --  
gave us an overview of interesting gave us an overview of interesting 
topics: an update on medications topics: an update on medications 
natalizumab and fingolimod as natalizumab and fingolimod as 
firstline treatments for MS. I think firstline treatments for MS. I think 
there has been quite a lot of there has been quite a lot of 
concern around the proposed concern around the proposed 
changes but hopefully things will changes but hopefully things will 
pan out OK for the majority of pan out OK for the majority of 
people who meet the criteria for people who meet the criteria for 
the new drugs. Dianne spoke the new drugs. Dianne spoke 
about future planning, something about future planning, something 
we all need to think about, not just we all need to think about, not just 
those with chronic conditions! She those with chronic conditions! She 
brought some levity and brought some levity and 
interaction with the audience into interaction with the audience into 
what can be a taboo subject. On a what can be a taboo subject. On a 
drier note, the Enable NASC drier note, the Enable NASC 
speaker described the needs speaker described the needs 
assessment proassessment pro--cess and new cess and new 
services being rolled out by the services being rolled out by the 
Ministry of Health.Ministry of Health.  

Carol HammondCarol Hammond  
Field OfficerField Officer  

Did You Know?Did You Know?  
Women are three times Women are three times 

more likely to suffer from more likely to suffer from 

MS than men...MS than men...  
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MS WanganuiMS Wanganui  
Room 123, 1Room 123, 1stst  Floor, Community House,Floor, Community House,  

60 Ridgway Street, PO Box 102, Wanganui60 Ridgway Street, PO Box 102, Wanganui  

PhonePhone  (06) 345(06) 345--23362336  

Office Manager:Office Manager:  Gary BuckleyGary Buckley  

Mobile:Mobile:  (022) 659(022) 659--43314331  

Email:Email:  mswanganui@xtra.co.nzmswanganui@xtra.co.nz  

Field Worker:Field Worker:  Carol HammondCarol Hammond  

Email:Email:  fieldworkerms@xtra.co.nzfieldworkerms@xtra.co.nz  

Mobile:Mobile:  (022) 396(022) 396--93709370  

NOTICE BOARDNOTICE BOARD  

Have your contact 
Have your contact 
details changed? If so, 
details changed? If so, 
please let Gary know 
please let Gary know 
on 345on 345--23362336  
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A SPECIAL THANKS TO A SPECIAL THANKS TO THE FOLLOWING ORGANISATIONS FOR THEIR CONTINUED SUPPORT!THE FOLLOWING ORGANISATIONS FOR THEIR CONTINUED SUPPORT!  

      

      

      

VegetablesVegetables  

Find and circle all of the vegetables that are hidden in Find and circle all of the vegetables that are hidden in 
the grid. The words may be hidden in any direction.the grid. The words may be hidden in any direction.  

  

  

BEETBEET  
BROCCOLIBROCCOLI  
CABBAGECABBAGE  
CARROTCARROT  
CAULIFLOWERCAULIFLOWER  
CELERYCELERY  
CORNCORN  

  

CUCUMBERCUCUMBER  
EGGPLANTEGGPLANT  
KOHLRABIKOHLRABI  
LETTUCELETTUCE  
ONIONONION  
PARSNIPPARSNIP  

  

PEASPEAS  
POTATOPOTATO  
RADISHRADISH  
RUTABAGARUTABAGA  
SPINACHSPINACH  
SQUASHSQUASH  

Websites of interestWebsites of interest    

www.ms.org.nz www.ms.org.nz   ——  National website for MSNational website for MS  

www.facebook.com/mssnzwww.facebook.com/mssnz  ——  facebook pagefacebook page  

www.msif.orgwww.msif.org  ——  World MS Federation with World MS Federation with 

upup--toto--date redate re--search news. search news.   

www.overcomingms.orgwww.overcomingms.org  ——  another resourceanother resource  

www.mssociety.org.uk www.mssociety.org.uk   ——  MS United MS United 

Kingdom’s websiteKingdom’s website  

www.msfatigue.org.nzwww.msfatigue.org.nz  ——  helping MS helping MS 

sufferers deal with fatiguesufferers deal with fatigue  

www.msnetwork.orgwww.msnetwork.org  ——  a voice for people a voice for people 


